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Abstract

The motion of a spacecraft in the proximity of a small body is significantly

perturbed due to its irregular gravity field and solar radiation pressure. In

such a strongly perturbed environment, the coupling effect of the orbital and

attitude motions exerts a large influence that cannot be neglected. However,

natural orbit-attitude coupled dynamics around small bodies that are station-

ary in both orbital and attitude motions have yet to be observed. The present

study therefore investigates natural coupled motion that involves both a Sun-

synchronous orbit and Sun-tracking attitude motion. This orbit-attitude cou-

pled motion enables a spacecraft to maintain its orbital geometry and attitude

state with respect to the Sun without requiring active control. Therefore, the

proposed method can reduce the use of an orbit and attitude control system.

This paper first presents analytical conditions to achieve Sun-synchronous or-

bits and Sun-tracking attitude motion. These analytical solutions are then

numerically propagated based on non-linear coupled orbit-attitude equations of

motion. Consequently, the possibility of implementing Sun-synchronous orbits
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